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Latest news:

LEARNING SUPPLEMENT

Worldywise:
How to broaden student horizons
Published: May 13 2005
in association with Palgrave Macmillan
NEWSLETTERS

Receive emails updating you on the best of The Times Higher each
week, the very latest funding opportunities, jobs and research news
or sign up for our daily round-up of the latest news - free to
non-subscribers.
WHO GETS WHAT?

Check out how much your vice-chancellor earns in our annual pay
survey
Vice-chancellors pay 2003-04
ICT SUPPLEMENT: NO. 5

Cosseted staff

Top researchers are being
given special treatment b
their universities to maxi
their chances of securing
new "stellar international
research rating in the run
the toughest ever research
assessment exercise
Great and good

Redbrick institutions dom
the 2008 RAE review pan
We take a closer look
White is black

A white Jewish lecturer h
revealed how he had to
declare himself "black" to
a union’s equal opportun
committee
Killing machines
Infrared sky at night, astronomers’ delight

"Events move rapidly in the realm of information and
communications technology. As developments raise expectations,
yesterday’s cutting-edge technology quickly becomes today’s bare
minimum."
LATEST STATISTICS

Bursary offers
Funding allocations for England, Scotland and Wales
World’s top 100 universities in biomedicine

We are all hardwired to
murder and any one of us
could kill if the circumsta
are right, a US scientist h
claimed
Bitter pill

Unions have accused
employers of planning to
scrap the London weighti
pay allowance and are
threatening a shutdown o
capital’s universities in p

WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS

Lab losers

Where is your university placed?
The Times Higher World University Ranking, compiled by QS, is
the first to use peer review to establish a global pecking order.

Two of the world’s larges
most prestigious science
departments face a fundin
crisis that is putting jobs
risk in Oxford

NETGAZETTE

The latest UK awards and appointments
A selection of events taking place in academia
BOLOGNA SUPPLEMENT

A Dream to Reality
"Bologna is proving it is a club that not everyone can join.
Membership is a privilege. For UK universities, European
involvement is no longer an optional extra."
Published: April 1 2005
FIRST IMPRESSIONS COMPETITION

First impressions count.
Enter The Times Higher’s weekly competition to identify a book
by its opening sentence and you could be in with a chance of
winning a £25 voucher to spend on your next read.
FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

The latest research grants, when and where to apply.
STATISTICS

’There is absolutely no question
of top-up fees being introduced
in the next Parliament, as your
story suggested last week... if
elected, we would continue to
rule out top-up fees." Baroness
Blackstone, minister for higher
education. (Letter, 1/6/2001)

The Times Higher publishes a wide variety of data on higher
education issues including academic salaries, university
performance and recent trends in the sector.
Higher education trends 2004
The latest dropout figures
Average full-time staff salaries
TEXTBOOK GUIDES

The Times Higher brings you comparative reviews of the most
recent student texts.

LATEST RESEARCH NEWS

Full text of all the important European announcements.
SPECIAL FEATURES

Have you missed any of the supplements to the printed edition of
The Times Higher? Find them all here in the special features
section, plus easy access to other collections of articles available to
subscribers in our online archive.
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